
Living Space® 

Intelligent home control for individual living spaces with 
Busch-priOn® and Busch-ComfortTouch®
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Security is a basic requirement for every living space and a natural prerequisite for devel-
oping quality of life. The intelligent home control offered by Busch-Jaeger greatly exceeds 
the personal basic need for security and is inspiring with its innovative solutions. There are, 
for instance, completely new ways of expression in staging and controlling individual living 
spaces. Residents become designers, thus realising their own claim for security, comfort 
and energy efficiency.

Living Space® 
Security meets inspiration

Busch-ComfortTouch®



Intelligence creates free space and revives your home anew every day. The new generation 
of Busch-Jaeger home control anticipates and flexibly responds to various requirements. No 
matter whether it is about improving energy efficiency or individual comfort or sense of well-
being. The innovative operating concepts make it possible to intuitively create a completely 
new culture of experience and the house is presented in a very personal light. 

Living Space®

Intelligence meets comfort
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Busch-priOn®
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When everything works exactly as planned, room for emotions is created. The intelligent 
Busch-Jaeger home control reduces complexity, thus creating something completely new: 
the experience of highest level privacy. Exclusive design is one thing – inner values are 
another. They provide a high degree of flexibility and automatically create a suitable atmo-
sphere: a composition of lighting, warmth and sound that always matches the respective 
mood or individual requirements of the respective rooms or the entire home. 

Living Space® 
Function meets emotion



Living spaces change and rooms redefine themselves. Bathrooms become wellness oases, 
kitchens turn into communication isles and living rooms are furnished to suit your personal 
experience culture. The new generation of Busch-Jaeger home control systems adjusts to 
changing habits and combines comprehensive home control with useful information and 
entertainment functions. In the process, Busch-Jaeger sets new category standards in 
terms of functionality and ease of operation. For, with the intelligent central control unit, one 
can intuitively control one’s personal living space. Thus, everyday life becomes a personal 
experience. Central, networked and intriguingly simple. 

Living Space®

Benefit meets impression
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Living Space® 

Discover the freedom of intelligent  
home control for your individual living comfort
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Busch-priOn®

As diverse as life itself

Busch-priOn® fills the house with life every day. The variety of its functions opens individual 
scope for design. Lighting, climate and sound can be individually switched or designed to 
become living scenes from a central point of control.  
It is good that the home control flexibly adjusts to varying requirements in terms of function-
ality and design. It is even better, when this leads to the creation of individual living spaces.
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Busch-priOn®

The colours of intuition

Simplicity and ease of use always have top priority in operation. For the user interface of its 
intelligent home control, Busch-Jaeger has developed a completely new and unique colour 
concept. Every comfort area has been assigned a special colour following a simple logic:

• Light control is yellow, like the sun
• Functions of the blinds are blue, like the sky 
• Climate functions are orange, representing warmth
• Living scenes are magenta, representing an awareness of life

Defined living scenes are magenta,  
and are additionally differentiated by 
short descriptions, e.g., wellness, dining 
room table, TV evening and the like.

Light

HeatingBlinds

Scene
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Busch-priOn®

Central control

Habits often make everyday life easier. By a synthesis of traditional switching and intuitive 
menu control, Busch-priOn® creates new freedom of design. All functions can be accessed 
by simple turns, each room can be rapidly and efficiently controlled and monitored. At the 
same time, the 8.9 cm (3,5”) TFT display shows all information clearly arranged and in 
 colour. Busch-priOn® is available in four design variants, thus matching individual lifestyles. 
Individual functions like lighting scenes, blinds or lamps are directly controlled via three 
freely programmable compensators. In combination with the unique colour system, the  
definition of private living spaces is effected in an innovative way.

Intuitive operation 

Timeless design for every room

Focus on what is essential

Variety that satisfies every style

Modularity for all applications
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Individual lamps can be controlled and 
dimmed directly via menu prompting. 
Blinds can also be set to respond to the 
time control or individual requirements. 
A comfortable climate can be created using 
temperature control for individual rooms. 
And – in line with your personal habits – 
complete environments can be staged to 
form your individual ambience.

HeatingLight Scene

Light Heating Blinds

Everything under control with a single turn.

As special award for „best of the best,“ Busch-priOn® 
received the 2008 red dot communication design award 
for its interface.
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Busch-ComfortTouch®

Every day an individual experience

Individuality needs freedom to stage preferences, habits, moods and feelings of well-being. 
For exacting residents, Busch-ComfortTouch® opens not only functional, but also particu-
larly experience-oriented, opportunities of organising and designing their environment.  
As a central control unit, the Busch-ComfortTouch® complements the use and free-moving 
space of multimedia-based communication, and consistently broadens the horizon in the 
areas of entertainment, infotainment and intelligent home control with new functions. 

Infotainment | Entertainment | Home control
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Busch-ComfortTouch®

The new form of individuality

Busch-ComfortTouch® manages to offer a comprehensive entertainment programme taking 
up only little space. In addition, the central switching device is a very personal communi-
cation centre that can read and write e-mails and memos and that is savvy in the area of 
 infotainment – from stock prices to weather forecasts. In parallel, the current energy con-
sumption is visualised via monitoring, and even the missed concert can be directly viewed 
and enjoyed as a recording. And this is only the beginning.

Orientation in colour.
Busch-ComfortTouch® also integrates the unique colour system, assigning each comfort 
zone its own colour. 

Pure design for highest requirements

Comfort in a new dimension 

Efficient home control down to the smallest detail

Free spaces for individual requirements

Everything directly under control

Light

HeatingBlinds

Scene
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Graphic memo

Voice message

RSS reader

Video control Remote control via VNC client

Infotainment | Entertainment | Home control

Integrated MP3 player

As special award for „best of the best,“ Busch-Comfort-
Touch® received the 2008 red dot communication design 
award for its interface.
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The new IP phone with its own number enables you to make outgoing calls to mobile 
phones or landline connections and accept incoming calls to the Busch-ComfortTouch®. 
And when used as a home phone with multiple stations, group calls are easy. You can also 
add video functionality to the base station by adding the camera module. With the state-of-
the-art videophone, you’ll enjoy a live video image during station-to-station calls at home.

Radio control and security come standard.
New streaming media functions bring the entertainment programme into your home, and 
the convenient new control system enables you to control applications remotely from your 
mobile phone.

Voice-over-IP phone

Integrated web radio

Remote control via mobile phone or web pad

Easy access from all VNC client enabled devices

Uses familiar user interface

Greater security and convenience on the go

Integrated baby monitor

Busch-ComfortTouch®

Right in the middle 
Radio functionality is coming to your home
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Functionality in a new dimension. 
As special award for „best of the best,“ Busch-Comfort-
Touch® received the 2008 red dot communication design 
award for its interface.

Household appliance control

IP videophone I Point-to-point

Remote control I Mobile

Web radio

Babyfon

IP phone

Tu 11/09/10 Tu 11/09/10

Talk

microphone:

Tu 11/09/10

Baking oven, 
air circulation temperature
Ends

Tu 11/09/10 Tu 11/09/10

LIVING ROOM

Blind west

Tu 11/09/10
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Energy is a precious commodity, and handling it economically lies in the responsibility of  
our society. The new generation of home control by Busch-Jaeger is consequently designed 
to be efficient. On the one hand, the environment is spared and relieved, on the other hand, 
money can be saved along the way. Lowering the room temperature by 1°C can achieve 
energy savings of up to 6 %. Nobody, however, has to do without the pleasant and  familiar 

feeling of comfort, because all rooms can be regulated via individual room control.  
If  desired, everything can also be done automatically. The decision in favour of a modern  
home control made by Busch-Jaeger increases the energy efficiency of a house, while at 
the same time meeting the individual warmth requirements of its residents.

Efficiency meets energy
Programmed to efficiency by nature

Advantages of single-room control

Additional power savings

Increasing personal comfort

Individualised climate of well-being 

Optimised energy efficiency



Busch-priOn®

Personality needs individuality – 
in colour, material and design

The functional layout of the intelligent home con-
trol unit is designed to intuitively respond to special 
 requirements, creating a highly personal ambience.

3gang combination
Glass black,
end strips stainless steel

3gang combination
Glass white,
end strips stainless steel

3gang combination
Plastic white,
end strips glass black

2gang combination
Glass black,
end strips stainless steel

Rotary control element
Glass black,
end strips stainless steel

3fold control element
Glass black,
end strips stainless steel

1fold control element
Glass black,
end strips stainless steel

blue grey black

Display colour

NEW

3fold control element 
with single-line display, 
Glass black,
end strip stainless steel

NEW

Busch-Watchdog flush 
mounted comfort sensor
Glass black,
end strips stainless steel

SCHUKO® socket 
Design: carat®

3gang combination
Stainless steel,
end strips stainless steel
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Busch-ComfortTouch®

When technology and design combine function and comfort, the result is the best pre-
requisite for individual living spaces.

All products are compatible with ABB Powernet KNX and ABB i-bus® KNX.

Available for use internationally in 22 languages: Arabic, Chinese, German, Danish, English, 
Estonian, Finnish, French, Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Dutch, Norwegian, 
Polish, Russian, Swedish, Slovakian, Spanish, Czech, Turkish. 

Busch-ComfortTouch®

Glass black,
design bar aluminium, Camera module

Busch-ComfortTouch®

Glass black,
design bar chrome

Busch-ComfortTouch®

Glass white,
design bar aluminium

Busch-ComfortTouch®

Glass white,
design bar aluminium, Camera module
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7A member
of the ABB Group

Busch-Jaeger Elektro GmbH
P.O.Box
58505 Lüdenscheid

Freisenbergstraße 2
58513 Lüdenscheid
Germany

www.BUSCH-JAEGER.com
info.bje@de.abb.com

Central sales service:
Phone: +49 180 5 669900
Fax:  +49 180 5 669909

(0.14 €/min. from the German landline but  
different costs from abroad, please check it locally)


